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Self versus non-self discrimination by innate immune sensors is critical for mounting effective immune responses against pathogens while avoiding harmful auto-inflammatory reactions against the host. Foreign
DNA and RNA sensors must discriminate between self versus non-self nucleic acids, despite their shared
building blocks and similar physicochemical properties. Recent structural and biochemical studies suggest
that multiple steps of filament-like assembly are required for the functions of several nucleic acid sensors.
Here, we discuss ligand discrimination and oligomerization of RIG-I-like receptors, AIM2-like receptors,
and cGAS. We discuss how filament-like assembly allows for robust and accurate discrimination of self
versus non-self nucleic acids and how these assemblies enable sensing of multiple distinct features in foreign
nucleic acids, including structure, length, and modifications. We also discuss how individual receptors differ
in their assembly and disassembly mechanisms and how these differences contribute to the diversity in
nucleic acid specificity and pathogen detection strategies.
Introduction
Self versus non-self discrimination is fundamental to all immune
functions. The last decade of studies showed that foreign nucleic
acid sensing is a central mechanism by which the innate immune
system detects pathogen infection. This is carried out by several
nucleic acid sensors that are classified as pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). These nucleic acid sensors recognize features
that are generally conserved among pathogens, so-called
pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), and activate
antiviral and pro-inflammatory signaling pathways. However,
studies have also shown that, under various pathologic conditions, nucleic acid sensors can mis-construe self-derived nucleic
acids as foreign and that this mis-recognition underlies a
growing number of auto-inflammatory diseases. At the molecular level, this is not too surprising, considering that all nucleic
acids, regardless of their origin, are made up of identical building
blocks. This is unlike other immune receptors, such as TLR4,
which recognizes lipid moieties that are normally absent in the
host. Thus, this raises the question of exactly how nucleic acid
sensors in the innate immune system accurately discriminate
between self versus non-self under normal physiological
conditions.
In this review, we discuss three families of well-characterized
nucleic acid sensors, namely RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs), AIM2like receptors (ALRs), and cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS)
(Figure 1). We discuss their commonalities and differences with
a focus on their filament-like multimerization properties. We
discuss recent findings on how filament-like assemblies allow
for robust and accurate discrimination between self versus
non-self nucleic acids and how they enable sensing of multiple
distinct features in foreign nucleic acids, including structure,

length, and modifications. We also discuss how individual receptors differ in their assembly and disassembly mechanisms and
how these differences contribute to the diversity in nucleic acid
specificity and pathogen detection strategies.
RIG-I
Retinoic-acid-inducible gene-I (RIG-I) is a cytoplasmic sensor of
viral double-stranded RNA (dsRNA). RIG-I is the founding member of the RIG-I-like receptor (RLR) family, which also includes
MDA5 (melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5). RIG-I
detects a broad range of viral RNAs during infection and activates an intracellular signaling pathway that leads to the production of type I interferons (Yoneyama et al., 2004). RIG-I consists
of two N-terminal caspase activation and recruitment domains
(CARDs), a central DExD/H-box helicase domain, and a C-terminal domain (CTD) (Figure 2A). The CARDs are involved in downstream signal activation, while the helicase-CTD domains
interact with dsRNA. In the resting state, the CARD signaling
domain exists in an auto-repressed state, but it is released
upon dsRNA and/or ATP binding (Kowalinski et al., 2011; Rawling et al., 2015). The released RIG-I CARDs form a homotetramer and interact with the CARD of the downstream adaptor
molecule MAVS (mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein)
through a homotypic CARD-CARD interaction (Peisley et al.,
2014; Wu et al., 2014). This CARD-CARD interaction then triggers MAVS filament formation, which functions as a signaling
platform to recruit further downstream signaling molecules,
including TRAFs, TBK1, and IKK. These molecules subsequently
activate IRF3/7 and NF-kB to upregulate type I interferons and
other antiviral molecules (Hou et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2012;
Wu and Hur, 2015).
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Figure 1. Signaling Pathways of RIG-I-like
Receptors (RLRs), cGAS, and AIM2-like
Receptors (ALRs)
RLRs recognize dsRNA and activate MAVS, while
cGAS recognizes dsDNA and activates STING.
Activated MAVS and STING commonly stimulate
TBK1 and IKK for production of type I/III interferons (IFNs) and other pro-inflammatory
cytokines. As with cGAS, ALRs also recognize
dsDNA, but the ligand engagement leads to
assembly of inflammasomes, which include receptors, adaptor ASC, and effector caspase-1.
Within the assembled inflammasome, caspase-1
cleaves IL-1b, IL-18, and gasdermin D, which
results in maturation of the inflammatory cytokines and induction of pyroptosis. IFI16 was also
reported to activate the interferon pathway
through STING, albeit through a poorly understood mechanism.

RIG-I senses viral dsRNA but discriminates between cellular
and viral dsRNAs based on the combination of the RNA duplex
structure and the 50 -triphosphate (50 ppp) moiety present in
certain viral RNAs (Hornung et al., 2006; Pichlmair et al.,
2006; Schlee et al., 2009). 50 ppp is present in all nascent
transcripts, whether from the host or virus, but cellular RNAs
typically undergo 50 processing in the nucleus. This often results in replacement of 50 ppp by 50 p that cannot stimulate
RIG-I (Ren et al., 2019). Some viral RNAs, however, are generated in the cytoplasm and can bypass 50 processing, thereby
being subjected to RIG-I detection. The structures of monomeric RIG-I in complex with dsRNA showed that the helicase
forms a C-like structure around dsRNA, while the CTD caps
the dsRNA end, directly recognizing the 50 ppp moiety (Lu
et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010).
In addition to 50 ppp and the duplex structure, RIG-I also recognizes dsRNA length for more accurate discrimination between
self versus non-self RNAs. Earlier studies showed that >1 kb
dsRNA activates MDA5, but not RIG-I (Kato et al., 2006), which
led to a model that MDA5 recognizes long dsRNA while RIG-I
recognizes short dsRNA. However, a number of studies showed
that RIG-I recognizes longer dsRNAs when compared among
less than 1 kb and provided at the same molar concentration,
i.e., with the same concentration of 50 ppp (Binder et al., 2011;
Patel et al., 2013). Even when the same mass concentration
was used, where the available 50 ppp concentration decreases
proportionally with dsRNA length, 100–200 bp shows a significantly higher activity than 10–20 bp dsRNA (Cadena et al.,
2019). These data suggest that both 50 ppp and duplex length
play important roles, resulting in a bell-shaped dependence
when comparing RNAs at the equivalent mass concentration.
Direct association studies have not yet shown which physiologically relevant ligands are sensed by RIG-I during infection. This
is also the case for the other receptors described below. Therefore, the duplex-length discrimination hypothesis is based on
studies using model dsRNA ligands (or double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) ligands for ALRs and cGAS). However, this duplexlength dependence can explain how different strains of Sendai
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virus (SeV) that generate defective viral genomes (DVGs) of
different lengths activate RIG-I in a length-dependent manner
(Strahle et al., 2006). Of note, a recent study reported that a short
hairpin with 10–14 bp stem was found sufficient to activate
RIG-I, whereas 10–14 bp dsRNA formed by two separate
strands does not (Linehan et al., 2018). It is unclear exactly
how the loop in the hairpin contributes to RIG-I activation or if
hairpin multimerization (Heinicke et al., 2009) plays a role.
How does RIG-I sense dsRNA length? The answer likely lies in
the fact that dsRNA binding is not sufficient to activate RIG-I and
that RIG-I CARD oligomerization is additionally required for
MAVS activation. The helicase domain of RIG-I contains an
active site for ATP binding and hydrolysis, which is important
for RIG-I translocation and oligomerization on dsRNA (Myong
et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2013; Peisley et al., 2013). While RIG-I
binds 10–15 bp dsRNA end as a monomer (Jiang et al., 2011; Kowalinski et al., 2011; Luo et al., 2011), RIG-I forms a filamentous
oligomer on longer dsRNA (Binder et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2013;
Peisley et al., 2013). More specifically, RIG-I preferentially binds
the dsRNA end as a monomer, but this triggers RIG-I ATP hydrolysis, which powers RIG-I translocation from the dsRNA end to
the interior (Myong et al., 2009). RIG-I translocation then re-exposes the 50 ppp, allowing recruitment of another RIG-I molecule
to the dsRNA end. Subsequently, iterations of end recruitment
and translocation of RIG-I leads to formation of filamentous oligomerization near the dsRNA end (Figure 2B) (Peisley et al., 2013).
Filament assembly of RIG-I then brings together CARDs from
adjacent RIG-I molecules in close proximity and consequently
promotes CARD tetramerization (Figure 2B) (Peisley et al.,
2013). RIG-I filament formation is limited on >1 kb dsRNAs,
because the assembly initiates from the dsRNA end to the interior, and the dsRNA ends become a limiting factor with very long
dsRNA (Peisley et al., 2013). This explains why RIG-I signaling is
inefficient with >1 kb dsRNA. RIG-I filament assembly may also
provide an explanation as to how RIG-I senses RNA modifications present in the RNA interior distant from the dsRNA
end (Hornung et al., 2006; Peisley et al., 2013; Uzri and Gehrke,
2009).
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Figure 2. Filament Formation and Higher-Order Oligomerization of RIG-I-like Receptors
(A) Both RIG-I and MDA5 share the same domain architecture, consisting of CARDs, a helicase domain, and a C-terminal domain (CTD). CARDs are responsible
for signal activation, while helicase and CTD are responsible for RNA binding. The downstream adaptor MAVS contains the N-terminal CARD, followed by
400-residue-long linker containing TRAF binding sites and a C-terminal transmembrane domain (TM). MAVS CARD interacts with RLR CARDs, while TM
anchors MAVS to mitochondria.
(B) RIG-I and MDA5 both form filaments on dsRNA, but their assembly mechanisms differ. RIG-I first binds the 50 ppp at the end of the dsRNA and then uses ATP
hydrolysis to translocate to the interior. MDA5 binds the interior of the dsRNA and then cooperatively forms a filament in an ATP-independent manner toward the
end of the dsRNA.
(C) RIPLET uses bivalency to selectively bind RIG-I filaments (intra-filament binding). However, on long RIG-I filaments, RIPLET can induce higher-order oligomerization by cross-bridging RIG-I filaments (inter-filament binding). This results in clustering of RIG-I filaments and further amplification of antiviral signaling.
(D) A model of how filament formation and higher-order oligomerization of RIG-I and MAVS enable self versus non-self discrimination and antiviral signaling. RIG-I
can bind short dsRNA as a monomer, but RNA binding is insufficient to activate downstream signaling. Filament formation along long dsRNA allows recruitment of
RIPLET, which, in turn, bridges RIG-I filaments and conjugates K63-linked Ub chains. The high local receptor concentration and K63-polyUb together promote
RIG-I CARD tetramer formation, which then acts as a nucleus to induce MAVS filament formation. MAVS filament then functions as a signaling platform to recruit
and activate further downstream signaling molecules, such as TRAFs. The multiple steps of receptor oligomerization serve as independent checkpoints to filter
out self RNAs and allow only non-self RNAs to activate downstream signaling. Once MAVS filament is nucleated, signal amplifies through polymerization of
MAVS. Thus, the combination of multi-step oligomerization, by both the receptor and the signaling adaptor, ensures the accuracy and robustness of anti-viral
signaling in response to infection.

More recently, two additional mechanisms were reported to
account for how RIG-I recognizes dsRNA in a length-dependent
manner. It has been known that RIG-I binds K63-linked polyUb
chains and that this non-covalent interaction promotes RIG-I
CARD tetramerization for efficient MAVS activation (Peisley

et al., 2014; Zeng et al., 2010). While previous studies suggested
that TRIM25 is a major E3 ligase responsible for generating K63polyUb for RIG-I (Gack et al., 2007), a recent report (Cadena
et al., 2019) showed that RIPLET, but not TRIM25, is required
for RIG-I signaling and that the action of TRIM25 is limited to
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isolated RIG-I CARD under overexpression conditions. RIPLET
is sufficient to bind RIG-I and conjugate K63-polyUb, and the
conjugated Ub then serves as a source of K63-polyUb for RIGI CARD tetramerization. Both RIPLET activities, RIG-I binding
and ubiquitination, require dsRNA long enough to accommodate
at least two RIG-I molecules (Cadena et al., 2019). This is
because RIPLET, which exists as a dimer with two RIG-I-binding
sites, requires bivalent binding for efficient recognition of RIG-I
(Figure 2C). RIG-I filament formation satisfies this bivalency
requirement, while monomeric RIG-I on short dsRNA does not.
Additionally, RIPLET was also found to bridge RIG-I filaments
and form RIG-I clusters (Cadena et al., 2019) (Figure 2C). This
clustering of RIG-I filaments places CARD in high local concentration, beyond what can be achieved within individual filaments,
further promoting CARD tetramerization and MAVS stimulation.
Thus, RIPLET utilizes a combination of intra-filament binding
and inter-filament bridging to control RIG-I ubiquitination, RIG-I
clustering, and thus its signaling activity in a dsRNA lengthdependent manner (Figure 2D).
Altogether, viral RNA recognition and antiviral signaling by
RIG-I is mediated by multiple steps of multimerization: first by
dsRNA-mediated filament formation, second by RIPLET-dependent filament bridging, third by ubiquitin- and proximity-induced
CARD tetramerization, and, finally, recruitment of MAVS and induction of MAVS filament formation (Figure 2D). In this model,
each step of multimerization amplifies antiviral signaling while rejecting RNAs that are less likely from pathogens. It also shows
how multiple PAMPs, 50 ppp, dsRNA structure, and dsRNA
length synergize to allow accurate self versus non-self discrimination while ensuring robust signal amplification upon correct
viral recognition. Whether there are yet-unidentified RNA features, for example, more complex RNA structure or sequence,
that can stimulate RIG-I oligomerization in a manner different
from the current filament model remains to be tested. Multiple
studies have shown that various RNAs besides the mid-long
dsRNA with 50 ppp can activate RIG-I (Chen et al., 2017, 2019;
Saito et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2015). More detailed biochemical
analysis of how these RNAs can induce RIG-I oligomerization
would be an interesting area of future investigation. Finally, a
few gain-of-function (GOF) mutations in RIG-I have been identified from patients with an auto-inflammatory disease, SingletonMerten syndrome (Ferreira et al., 2019; Jang et al., 2015). These
GOF mutations were shown to constitutively activate RIG-I
signaling, likely through mis-recognition of self RNAs. A kinetic
proofreading mechanism was proposed to explain how wildtype RIG-I avoids self-RNA recognition while GOF mutants do
not (Chiang et al., 2018; Devarkar et al., 2018). However, which
cellular RNAs are recognized by the GOF mutants and how these
RNAs promote formation of signaling-competent RIG-I oligomers remains to be further investigated.
MDA5
MDA5 is a paralog of RIG-I, sharing the same domain architecture (Figure 2A) and downstream signaling pathway (Figure 1).
As with RIG-I, MDA5 binds dsRNA in a sequence-independent
manner, forms filaments along the length of the dsRNA, and utilizes proximity-induced tetramerization of the CARD signaling
domain to activate MAVS (Wu et al., 2013). K63-linked poly-ubiq-
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uitination of MDA5 was also shown to assist CARD tetramerization (Jiang et al., 2012), although the responsible E3 ligase is
TRIM65, not RIPLET (Lang et al., 2017). Despite the multiple
shared features, MDA5 differs from RIG-I in RNA specificity
and the mechanism of filament assembly and disassembly.
These mechanistic differences make MDA5 and RIG-I recognize
largely distinct groups of viruses and function as non-redundant
receptors (Kato et al., 2006; Loo et al., 2008).
Unlike RIG-I, MDA5 filament formation is obligatory for highaffinity interaction with dsRNA (RIG-I can bind dsRNA as a
monomer, though this alone does not stimulate strong signaling)
(Peisley et al., 2012; Peisley et al., 2011). Monomeric affinity for
dsRNA is very low (Kd of 1 mM) and high-affinity interaction
with dsRNA requires protein-protein interactions among the
MDA5 protomers. Also, unlike RIG-I, which forms filaments
from the dsRNA end to the interior using ATP hydrolysis-driven
translocation, the MDA5 filament nucleates directly from the
dsRNA interior and propagates in a unidirectional manner (Peisley et al., 2012) (Figure 2B). In fact, MDA5 does not recognize the
dsRNA end (either the end structure or 50 ppp), and this difference
is reflected in the differential positioning of CTD (Wu et al., 2013).
Furthermore, MDA5 filament formation propagates solely
through extensive protein-protein interactions between protomers and does not require ATP hydrolysis. ATP hydrolysis,
instead, destabilizes the MDA5 filament, promoting its disassembly from filament termini (Peisley et al., 2011, 2012).
How can these differences result in distinct dsRNA length
specificity for MDA5 (>1 kb) and RIG-I (100–200 bp) (Cadena
et al., 2019; Kato et al., 2008)? First of all, the fact that MDA5
does not require the dsRNA end for filament formation means
that the limiting amount of RNA end in long dsRNA does not limit
MDA5 filament formation, as it does for RIG-I. Second, ATPdependent end disassembly of the MDA5 filament confers selective stabilization of long filaments and induces rapid disassembly
of filaments on short dsRNA (Peisley et al., 2012). This further
shifts the length preference of MDA5 toward longer dsRNA, unlike RIG-I. Furthermore, de novo filament nucleation is extremely
inefficient for MDA5, while filament elongation from an existing
nucleus occurs rapidly. Thus, filaments on short dsRNA are difficult to re-form after complete disassembly, while shortened filaments on long dsRNA cycle between partial end disassembly
and elongation, bypassing the slow nucleation step. Thus,
MDA5 uses a combination of end disassembly and slow nucleation kinetics to ‘‘discard’’ short dsRNA rapidly (kinetic proofreading mechanism) (Peisley et al., 2012). Finally, MDA5 further
uses this repetitive cycle of assembly and disassembly to repair
filament discontinuities, which can be present because of multiple, internal nucleation events. As a result, ATP hydrolysis allows
formation of longer, continuous filaments that more accurately
reflect the length of the underlying dsRNA scaffold. Thus,
MDA5 appears to utilize multiple mechanisms to ensure selective recognition of very long dsRNA (del Toro Duany et al.,
2015). It is possible that the lack of the 50 ppp specificity requires
MDA5 to employ more stringent length specificity for accurate
discrimination between self versus non-self dsRNAs.
In addition to dsRNA length, the integrity of the dsRNA duplex
plays an additional role in regulating aberrant MDA5 activity
against cellular dsRNAs. This was well demonstrated from the
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Figure 3. cGAS Forms Ladder-like Structures on Long dsDNA
(A) cGAS has an N-terminal basic region and an NTase-like domain. The latter is responsible for DNA binding and DNA-dependent cGAMP synthesis.
(B) On short DNA, the cGAS-DNA complex has a 2:2 stoichiometry, with each cGAS monomer bridging two DNA strands.
(C) On longer DNA, a ‘‘founding’’ cGAS dimer can promote binding of other cGAS dimers, allowing cooperative multimer assembly. These cGAS dimers arrange
into ‘‘ladder-like’’ structure. A direct dimer-to-dimer contact is unnecessary for the cooperative assembly.

studies of common cellular dsRNAs formed by Alu (Ahmad et al.,
2018; Chung et al., 2018). Alu is an abundant retroelement and
often occurs in the inverted repeat (IR) configuration within 30
UTR of many mRNAs. IR-Alus can fold back and form 300 bp
Alu-Alu hybrids. Although this length is below the typical length
required for optimal MDA5 activation, the dsRNA length
threshold for MDA5 activation is dependent on the concentration
of the dsRNA (i.e., subject to mass action law). Given that IR-Alus
dsRNAs are abundantly present in the cytoplasm (constituting
0.5% of total non-ribosomal RNAs) (Ahmad et al., 2018), IRAlus have the potential to stimulate MDA5. However, IR-Alus
dsRNA does not normally activate wild-type MDA5 for at least
two reasons (Ahmad et al., 2018). First, IR-Alus are imperfect duplexes with 20%–30% sequence mis-matches. Because MDA5
is sensitive to structural irregularities within dsRNA, it fails to form
continuous filaments on IR-Alus. Second, IR-Alus (as well as
other dsRNAs) are subject to post-transcriptional modification
(adenosine to inosine, A-to-I) by the cellular enzyme ADAR1.
A-to-I modification weakens Watson-Crick base pairs and
partially melts dsRNAs, the effects similar to those of mismatches. This further suppresses MDA5 filament formation
and signaling on IR-Alus. Intriguingly GOF mutations in MDA5
relax these specificities of MDA5 (i.e., insensitive to mis-matches
and A-to-I modifications in dsRNA), leading to mis-recognition of
IR-Alus and the pathogenesis of a spectrum of inflammatory
disorders (Ahmad et al., 2018; Rice et al., 2014).
Thus, MDA5 filament formation provides a mechanism by
which MDA5 can measure dsRNA length and structural integrity
for robust self versus non-self discrimination but also explains
how this discrimination fails under pathologic conditions.
Whether there are additional levels of oligomerization of MDA5
filament, such as filament bridging shown for RIG-I by RIPLET,
remains unclear. Polyubiquitination of MDA5 does not depend
on RIPLET but instead on another E3 ligase, TRIM65 (Lang
et al., 2017). Immunofluorescence experiments of MDA5 and
TRIM65 showed that they assemble into large aggregate-like
structures upon dsRNA stimulation (Lang et al., 2017). It would
be interesting to examine if the filament cross-bridging mecha-

nism also applies to MDA5 and whether yet-unknown PAMPs
can stimulate MDA5 filament formation or even a new type of
MDA5 oligomerization for signal activation.
cGAS
cGAS is a cytosolic sensor that detects dsDNA. cGAS contains
the template-independent nucleotidyltransferase (NTase)-like
domain and the N-terminal basic region (Figure 3A). Upon
dsDNA binding, cGAS generates cyclic GMP-AMP (cGAMP),
which binds STING (stimulator of interferon genes) to activate
the type I IFN pathway (Ablasser et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2013;
Sun et al., 2013) (Figure 1). STING is a dimeric membrane-bound
protein and resides on the surface of the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) in the resting state (Ishikawa and Barber, 2008). cGAMP
binding triggers a conformational change in the STING dimer
and promotes its higher-order oligomerization for downstream
signal activation (Ergun et al., 2019; Shang et al., 2019; Zhang
et al., 2019). cGAMP binding also induces translocation of
STING from ER to ERGIC-Golgi compartment, which is also
required for signal activation (Dobbs et al., 2015). In addition to
activating the type I IFN pathway, cGAS can also activate an
IFN-independent cell-death pathway through STING-mediated
lysosomal destabilization and consequent activation of inflammasomes (Gaidt et al., 2017). Finally, cGAS has been shown to
play a role in cancer. DNA damage induces the translocation of
cGAS into the nucleus, where it impairs the recruitment of DNA
repair-associated protein complexes and promotes tumorigenesis (Liu et al., 2018).
cGAS recognizes DNA originating from multiple types of pathogens, including DNA virus (e.g., HSV), retrovirus (e.g., HIV), and
intracellular bacteria (e.g., L. monocytogenes, M. tuberculosis)
(Ablasser and Chen, 2019). However, studies showed that
cGAS-STING pathways can be activated by RNA viruses with
no DNA intermediate (Schoggins et al., 2014) or by other cellular
€ck and
stresses in the absence of infection (Gao et al., 2015; Glu
Ablasser, 2019; Mackenzie et al., 2016; Thomas et al., 2017). For
example, dengue virus was found to activate cGAS, but the DNA
ligand is not virus derived; rather, a host mitochondrial DNA
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leaked from damaged mitochondria (Aguirre et al., 2017). Exactly
how dengue virus infection causes mitochondrial DNA leakage is
unclear. But the role of mitochondrial DNA as an endogenous
source for cGAS activation has been shown in multiple other
cases beside dengue infection, for example, during mitochondrial stress (West et al., 2015) and inflammasome activation
(Aarreberg et al., 2019). Furthermore, recent studies showed
that cGAS can also recognize mis-segregated nuclear genomes
in the form of micronuclei (Harding et al., 2017; Mackenzie et al.,
2017) or reverse transcription products of LINE1 retroelements
under TREX1 or RNase H2 deficiency (Gao et al., 2015; Mackenzie et al., 2016; Thomas et al., 2017). As such, aberrant activation
€ ck
of cGAS has been shown to cause cellular senescence (Glu
and Ablasser, 2019) or inflammatory disease such as AicardiGoutieres syndrome (AGS) and systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE) (Gao et al., 2015; Mackenzie et al., 2016; Thomas
et al., 2017).
These observations raise the question whether cGAS simply
detects dsDNAs present in the cytoplasm and whether there is
no additional mechanism to discriminate between self versus
non-self DNA. Multiple studies suggest that this is not the
case. Instead, the activity of cGAS, in particular the human
one, is strongly affected by dsDNA length. Multiple studies
showed that cGAS requires at least 100–200 bp dsDNA for
cellular signaling activity, and its activity increases continuously
with DNA length even beyond this length (Andreeva et al., 2017;
Luecke et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018). This is presumably a
mechanism to restrict unwanted cGAS activity against shorter
DNA fragments that may become available during reverse
transcription by endogenous retroviruses, nuclear damage, or
mitochondrial damage (Ahn and Barber 2014; Kassiotis and
Stoye 2016).
How does cGAS detect dsDNA structure and length? Crystal
structures of cGAS in complex with DNA showed that cGAS interacts with dsDNA mostly through the DNA backbone, consistent with the sequence-independent recognition of DNA (Civril
et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013). Note that dsDNA
and dsRNA form distinct duplex structures (i.e., B versus A
form) and are thus recognized by distinct sets of sensors. DNA
binding changes the conformation of cGAS in the active site,
promoting the synthesis of cGAMP. Intriguingly, several crystal
structures showed that cGAS adopts a dimeric configuration
upon DNA binding, forming a 2:2 complex (Li et al., 2013; Zhang
et al., 2014). In this complex, two DNA molecules are sandwiched between two cGAS molecules, where each cGAS subunit utilizes two distinct surfaces to bind two DNA molecules
(Figure 3B). The dimeric interface and the two DNA binding sites
are all required for high-affinity binding (Li et al., 2013). More
detailed studies showed that cGAS dimer formation, intrinsic
catalytic activity, and DNA binding are interdependent (Hooy
and Sohn, 2018). That is, DNA binding stimulates cGAS dimerization, and this, in turn, further stimulates cGAMP synthesis.
Moreover, placement of two separate DNA molecules in close
proximity within the 2:2 complex promotes additional cGAS
dimer recruitment (Figure 3C). This allows cooperative cGAS
multimer assembly along the axis of DNA, albeit with little protein-protein contact along the DNA axis (Andreeva et al., 2017;
Hooy and Sohn, 2018). This filament-like assembly can explain
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how cGAS prefers long dsDNA for both binding and signaling.
Intriguingly, monoubiquitination of cGAS by TRIM56 was shown
to stabilize dimerization, thus promoting cGAMP production and
signaling activity (Seo et al., 2018). Furthermore, a recent study
showed that cGAS forms a phase-separated condensate during
DNA recognition (Du and Chen, 2018). These observations suggest that cGAS multimerization is more complex than a simple
filament-like assembly on dsDNA and are likely regulated by multiple factors in cells.
Several important questions remain to be addressed. While
the ladder-like oligomerization of cGAS can explain how it measures naked dsDNA length, the purpose of cGAS’s ability to
measure length, or if this relates to self versus non-self discrimination, remains unknown. Viral dsDNAs are typically sequestered in nucleocapsid or replication compartments, raising the
question of what the DNAs recognized by cGAS during infection
are and how cGAS gains access to them. There is also significant
controversy as to the cellular location of cGAS. While it was
initially thought to be exclusively located in the cytoplasm, nuclear (Liu et al., 2018) and membrane-bound species (Barnett
et al., 2019) were also reported, and these were proposed to
have various functions in suppressing homologous recombination and regulation of self-DNA recognition. In addition to ubiquitination (Seo et al., 2018), acetylation was also shown to inhibit
cGAS activation (Dai et al., 2019). How these post-translational
modifications are orchestrated to regulate cGAS activity remains
unknown. Finally, multiple functions were proposed for the
N-terminal basic domain, for example, in DNA binding (Tao
et al., 2017), phase separation (Du and Chen, 2018), dimer stabilization (Hooy and Sohn, 2018), and plasma membrane binding
(Barnett et al., 2019). Future studies to integrate these seemingly
conflicting and disparate observations are necessary for a
comprehensive understanding of cGAS mechanism.
AIM2
Absent in melanoma 2 (AIM2) is another cytoplasmic receptor for
dsDNA and is the founding member of the AIM2-like receptor
(ALR) family. Unlike cGAS, however, AIM2 is dispensable for
the induction of IFN response (Gray et al., 2016), but it is important for activation of another inflammatory signaling pathway
mediated by inflammasomes (Lugrin and Martinon, 2018). The
inflammasome is a multi-component macromolecular signaling
complex that assembles upon a variety of inflammatory stimuli
including foreign DNA. Assembly of the inflammasome activates
caspase-1, which processes the pro-inflammatory cytokines
(i.e., IL-1b or IL-18) and the pore-forming protein gasdermin D
(Hauenstein et al., 2015; Lugrin and Martinon, 2018; Morrone
et al., 2015). The gasdermin D pore then secretes the mature
IL-1b or IL-18 and causes an inflammatory cell death known as
pyroptosis. AIM2 was also reported to have an inflammasomeindependent function in restricting tumorigenesis (Man et al.,
2015; Wilson et al., 2015). In colorectal cancers, AIM2 was found
to suppress the activity of DNA-PK and Akt, thereby restricting
overt cell proliferation and cancer growth (Wilson et al., 2015).
AIM2 has an N-terminal PYD domain (pyrin) and C-terminal
HIN domain (hematopoietic expression, interferon-inducible,
and nuclear localization) (Figure 4A), which are responsible for
signaling and DNA binding, respectively. The HIN domain binds
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Figure 4. Model of AIM-2-like Receptor Inflammasome Assembly
(A) AIM2 contains single PYD and HIN domains, while IFI16 contains one PYD and two HIN domains.
(B) Domain architecture of the signaling adaptor ASC and effector caspase-1. Together with receptors in (A), ASC and caspase-1 constitute inflammasomes.
(C) The model of AIM2 inflammasome assembly. Upon dsDNA binding, the HIN domain of AIM2 coats the dsDNA, while the PYD forms an oligomer that seeds the
filament formation of ASC PYD. ASC PYD filaments recruit the effector caspase-1 through CARD-CARD interactions and activates the caspase activity.
The assembled inflammasome cleaves precursors of IL-1b, IL-18, and gasdermin D, leading to the maturation of the inflammatory cytokines and formation of the
gasdermin D pore. IFI16 can also activate the inflammasome, likely through a similar mechanism as AIM2.

double-stranded DNA with little sequence dependence. The
structure of AIM2 HIN in complex with DNA showed that AIM2
utilizes a large basic patch of the protein to contact the dsDNA
backbone (Jin et al., 2012). The PYD domain is similar to
CARD in that it forms homo-oligomers and also interacts with
the downstream signaling adaptor ASC (apoptosis-associated
speck-like protein containing a CARD) through homotypic
PYD-PYD interactions (Figures 4B–4C). Analogous to how
RIG-I and MDA5 activates MAVS by nucleating the MAVS
CARD filament, AIM2 also activates ASC by nucleating ASC
PYD filaments, a necessary step in the inflammasome assembly
(Lu et al., 2014; Morrone et al., 2015).
More detailed biochemical studies showed that both the DNA
affinity of AIM2 and its inflammasome activity are dependent on
dsDNA length, with the critical length of around 80 bp (Jin et al.,
2012; Morrone et al., 2015). Similar to RLRs and cGAS, AIM2
senses DNA length by assembling into filament-like structures
along the length of dsDNA (Morrone et al., 2015) (Figure 4C).
Minimal oligomer assembly was found to require 6 protomers,
while optimal oligomer assembly requires 24 protomers
(Morrone et al., 2015). As with cGAS, it is thought, while not
proven, that this length requirement contributes to the accuracy of self versus non-self discrimination during normal physiological processes.
There are conflicting reports as to the protein domain
requirement for AIM2 filament assembly. Lu et al. (2015) reported that the HIN domain alone can assemble into filaments.
However, Morrone et al. showed that HIN alone does not form
ordered filaments but rather forms distributive ‘‘beads-on-astring’’-like complexes on dsDNA (Morrone et al., 2015).
Morrone et al. suggested that PYD-PYD interactions drive filament formation and dsDNA binding. Intriguingly, at high protein concentration, AIM2 can form filaments in the absence

of dsDNA. The dsDNA-free AIM2 filaments resemble brussel-sprout-like structures, wherein the core stems are formed
by HIN domain filaments, and multiple PYD clusters represent
the ‘‘sprouts’’ (Morrone et al., 2015). The assembly architecture of DNA-free AIM2 filament suggests that HIN domains
do have an intrinsic affinity for each other. While whether
the same filament architecture occurs in DNA-bound AIM2
filament remains unclear, these studies collectively support
the model in which filament assembly is mediated by cooperative actions of HIN-dsDNA binding, HIN-HIN interaction, and
PYD-PYD interaction. The PYD oligomer then recruits the
adaptor protein ASC through AIM2 PYD-ASC PYD interactions, nucleating the ASC filament formation (Figure 4C).
Finally, ASC recruits caspase-1 by CARD-CARD interactions
to complete the inflammasome assembly (Cai et al., 2014;
Lu et al., 2014; Morrone et al., 2015).
The mechanisms by which AIM2 utilizes multi-step filament
assemblies for robust DNA detection and signal transduction
parallels those of RLRs. Receptor filament formation allows
detection of both the dsDNA structure and length and couples
the dsDNA-mediated filament formation to downstream signal
activation. However, it still remains unclear how AIM2 is regulated in the absence of inflammatory stimuli. Some studies suggested an auto-inhibitory mechanism wherein the PYD domain is
sequestered by the HIN domain (similar to the auto-inhibition of
CARDs for RIG-I) (Jin et al., 2012, 2013). On the other hand,
others proposed that low basal concentration is sufficient to prevent spontaneous AIM2 oligomerization in the absence of DNA
(Morrone et al., 2015). It is also unclear how AIM2 functions as
a tumor suppressor in the inflammasome-independent manner
(Man et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2015) and if AIM2 oligomerization
is also involved in this process. More detailed molecular mechanisms remain to be investigated.
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IFI16
IFI16 is another DNA sensor in the AIM2-like receptor family. As
with AIM2, IFI16 contains an N-terminal PYD domain and C-terminal HIN domains (Figure 4A). Unlike AIM2, however, IFI16 contains nuclear localization signals and is found in both nucleus and
cytosol, depending on the cell type and environmental stimuli,
such as viral infection (Li et al., 2012; Veeranki and Choubey,
2012). IFI16 was shown to detect DNA from many DNA viruses,
including HSV-1, HCMV, and KSHV (Ansari et al., 2015; Kerur
et al., 2011; Unterholzner et al., 2010). IFI16 also recognizes retroviruses (e.g., HIV-1) (Jakobsen et al., 2013; Monroe et al., 2014)
and intracellular bacterial DNA (e.g., L. monocytogenes) (Hansen
et al., 2014; Unterholzner et al., 2010). Additionally, IFI16 was
implicated in auto-immune diseases, such as amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS), presumably through host DNA mis-recognition. More recently, nuclear DNA damage was shown to
activate IFI16 and DNA damage response factors ATM and
PARP-1, which together trigger NF-kB-mediated inflammatory
response (Dunphy et al., 2018).
Multiple studies suggested that IFI16 detects viral DNA within
the nucleus and promotes its transcriptional silencing (Johnson
et al., 2014; Orzalli et al., 2013). IFI16 binding triggers recruitment
of epigenetic silencing factors and other viral restriction factors,
such as PML, Sp100, and ATRX, and suppresses RNA polymerase II recruitment (Merkl and Knipe, 2019; Merkl et al., 2018).
However, IFI16 can also induce cytosolic innate immune
signaling pathways. For example, IFI16 activates inflammasomes, presumably through a mechanism similar to that of
AIM2 (Figure 4C) (Kerur et al., 2011). IFI16 was reported to additionally stimulate a type I interferon signaling pathway through
STING (Almine et al., 2017; Kerur et al., 2011; Orzalli et al.,
2012; Unterholzner et al., 2010), although this activity appears independent of HIN domains and exclusively dependent on the
PYD domain (Jønsson et al., 2017). Of note, the ability of IFI16
to activate STING or inflammasomes remains controversial,
and detailed mechanisms of how nuclear IFI16 activates both
remain unclear.
As with AIM2, IFI16 utilizes the HIN domains for sequence-independent dsDNA binding (Jin et al., 2012). Unlike AIM2, IFI16
contains two tandem HIN domains (HINa and HINb). Both HIN
domains are required for IFI16 to bind DNA because individual
HIN domains have low affinity for DNA (Jin et al., 2012; Unterholzner et al., 2010). While the footprint of individual HIN domains
is 16 bp, IFI16 prefers longer DNA (>100 bp) and forms a
filament along the length of DNA (Morrone et al., 2014). Singlemolecule analysis showed that a IFI16 molecule can track along
exposed stretches of DNA to increase the chance of encountering other IFI16 molecules bound on the same DNA molecule
(Stratmann et al., 2015). This leads to efficient filament nucleation through the PYD-PYD interaction (requiring 10 IFI16
protomers) and provides a mechanism by which IFI16 measures
dsDNA length (Stratmann et al., 2015).
It was proposed that this DNA length selectivity is the key to
specific recognition of viral DNA against the background of chromatinized host genome in the nucleus (Stratmann et al., 2015).
Consistent with this idea, IFI16 restricts gene expression from
the naked transfected SV40 DNA but not from infection of
SV40 virus, which contains pre-chromatinized DNA in the virion
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(Orzalli et al., 2013). However, it remains unclear if the length of
the accessible DNA region is sufficient to explain effective
discrimination against the host DNA, given that sites of active
transcription are highly accessible and how these sites do not
activate IFI16. Whether one-dimensional DNA scanning by
IFI16 as a mechanism for filament nucleation allows detection
of additional features in DNA beyond length, such as DNA modification or other DNA-bound factors, would be an interesting
area of future research. Such analysis is required to gain more
detailed insights into how IFI16 discriminates between self
versus non-self.
Concluding Remarks and Speculation
Here, we described the mechanisms of receptor oligomerization by RLRs, ALRs, and cGAS and the role of oligomerization
in ligand discrimination and signal activation. In all cases
examined, receptor-ligand engagement is necessary but
insufficient for activating downstream immune functions.
Receptor oligomerization, in particular, filament or filamentlike multimerization along the length of nucleic acids, whether
through direct recruitment, translocation, or one-dimensional
diffusion, is additionally required. Filament-like assembly
uniquely enables the innate immune receptors to detect nucleic acid structure, length, and, in some cases, nucleic acid
integrity and modifications. In other words, filament-like assembly provides a mechanism to integrate signals from multiple disparate PAMPs that are dispersed across the body of
long nucleic acids. However, differences among these receptors in their assembly and disassembly mechanisms endow
them with different ligand specificities and diversify the strategies of viral detection. This diversification is likely the key to
their collective function as a robust immune system that detects a broad range of foreign nucleic acids, either from pathogens or aberrant cellular processes.
Filament-like multimerization by nucleic acid sensors can be
further modulated and augmented by other molecules in the
host. These include RIPLET that clusters RIG-I filaments
(Cadena et al., 2019) and HMGB and TFAM that bend DNA structure to promote cGAS nucleation (Andreeva et al., 2017). The
consequence of filament-like assemblies also varies, from
acceleration of enzymatic activity (e.g., cGAS), proximityinduced oligomerization of signaling molecules (e.g., RLRs and
ALRs), or avidity-dependent recruitment of further downstream
effector molecules (i.e., RIPLET and MAVS). These various
mechanisms for converting receptor oligomerization to downstream function highlights the versatility of filament architecture
as a signaling platform.
What are the outstanding questions? One common and
important question remaining for most nucleic acid sensors is
the identity of physiologically relevant ligands. So far, most
studies have utilized model nucleic acids to examine the specificities of these receptors. As such, the studies to date have
focused on the impact of duplex length. It is still unknown
whether other features, for example, complex secondary structures in single-stranded RNA/DNA, can activate these receptors and whether recognition of these other structural elements
is also mediated by filament-like assembly. In addition, further
understanding of physiological ligands would help illuminate
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the mechanistic details of self versus non-self discrimination.
While many studies utilize receptor pull-down to identify the
RNA ligand, this strategy is often unsuitable for filament-like assemblies where multiple receptor proteins accumulate on a few
molecules of nucleic acids (Hur, 2019). Oligomerization-specific
methods, for example, the one used in a recent study (Ahmad
et al., 2018), are required for addressing this important question
of ligand identity. With such knowledge, we would gain more
comprehensive understanding of receptor multimerization in
nucleic acid sensing.
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